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“there is no exact 

equivalent of the word „caste‟ in Indian languages”. The word [caste] signified the way the Portuguese, the 

Dutch and the British settlers viewed society in India from the 16th century onwards. These views were stylised, 

being attempts to capture the essence of Indian society on the basis of little systematic knowledge of it, and worse, a 

religious conception of it. Because the word carries such preconceptions, a serious discussion of the history of 

corporate organisations in Indian society needs to go “beyond caste”, or at least, specify what it is about caste that is 

of interest to the historian, of which certain features were abstracted to form the European concept. Tirthankar 

Roy, 'The History of Caste', Economic and Political Weekly, June 14, 2014

Annihilation of Caste

Besides that you have more than once stated in your address that you had decided to walk out of 

the fold of the Hindus and that that was your last address as a Hindu. You have also unnecessarily attacked the 

morality and reasonableness of the Vedas and other religious books of the Hindus, and have at length dwelt upon the 

technical side of Hindu religion, which has absolutely no connection with the problem at issue, so much so that 

some of the passages have become irrelevant and off the point. We would have been very pleased if you had 

confined your address to that portion given to me, or if an addition was necessary, it would have been limited to 

what you had written on Brahminism etc. The last portion which deals with the complete annihilation of Hindu 

religion and doubts the morality of the sacred books of the Hindus as well as a hint about your intention to leave the 

Hindu fold does not seem to me to be relevant. 



 I would therefore most humbly request you on behalf of the people responsible for the Conference to leave 

out the passages referred to above, and close the address with what was given to me or add a few paragraphs on  

Brahminism. We doubt the wisdom of making the address unnecessarily provocative and pinching. There are 

several of us who subscribe to your feelings and would very much want to be under your banner for remodelling of 

the Hindu religion. If you had decided to get together persons of your cult I can assure you a large number would 

have joined your army of reformers from the Punjab.

. . . There should be only one and only 

one standard book of Hindu religion, acceptable to all Hindus and recognized by all Hindus. This of course means 

that all other books of Hindu religion such as Vedas, Shastras and Puranas, which are treated as sacred and 

authoritative, must by law cease to be so and the preaching of any doctrine, religious or social contained in these 

books should be penalized. The Essential Writings of B. R. Ambedkar, edited by Valerian Rodrigues, p.300; 

'Annihilation of Caste', XXI

It is a pity that caste even 

today has its defenders. The defenses are many. Essential Writings, p. 263

. . . it is an hiearchy in which the division of labourers are graded one above the other

ascending reverence and descending contempt

Against the Madness of Manu: B. R. Ambedkar's Writings on Brahmanical Patriarchy

. . . Caste is no doubt 

primarily the breath of the Hindus. But the Hindus have fouled the air all over and everybody is infected, Sikh, 

Muslim and Christian. You, therefore, deserve the support of all those who are suffering from this infection, Sikh, 

Muslim and Christian. Yours is more difficult than the other national cause, namely Swaraj. In the fight for Swaraj 

you fight with the whole nation on your side. In this, you have to fight against the whole nation and that too, your 

own. But it is more important than Swaraj. . . . Essential Writings, pp. 304-305

unnecessarily provocative and pinching

AoC . . .This is I believe the first time 

when the appointment of a President is cancelled by the Reception Committee because it does not approve of the 

views of the President. But whether that is so or not, this is certainly the first time in my life to have been invited to 

preside over a Conference of Caste Hindus. I am sorry that it has ended in a tragedy. But what can any one expect 

from a relationship so tragic as the relationship between the reforming sect of Caste Hindus and the self-respecting 

sect of Untouchables where the former have no desire to alienate their orthodox fellows and the latter have no 

alternative but to insist upon reform being carried out ?
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A Vindication of Caste

AoC AoC

I believe that if 

Hindu society has been able to stand, it is because it is founded on the caste system. To destroy the caste system and 

adopt the Western European social system means that Hindus must give up the principle of hereditary occupation 

which is the soul of the caste system. Hereditary principle is an eternal principle. To change it is to create disorder. I 



have no use for a Brahman if I cannot call him a Brahman for my life. It will be chaos if everyday a Brahman is 

changed into a Shudra and a Shudra is to be changed into a Brahman.

paternalism

I do not advise the untouchables to give up their trades and professions

Braj Ranjan Mani, Debrahmanising History, p. 373

. . . To preach that poverty is good for the Shudra and for none else, to preach that 

scavenging is good for the Untouchables and for none else and to make them accept these onerous impositions as 

voluntary purposes of life, by appeal to their failings is an outrage and cruel joke on the helpless classes which none 

but Mr. Gandhi can perpetuate with equanimity and impunity. ibid., p. 374
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the Saint of the Status Quo

Gandhi has become all things to all people Arundhati Roy, 'Introduction', Annihilation of Caste, Annotated 

Critical Edition, p. 40 History has been unkind to Ambedkar. First it contained him, and then it glorified 

him. It has made him India's Leader of the Untouchables, the king of the ghetto. It has hidden away his 

writings. It has stripped away the radical intellect and the searing insolence. ibid., p. 43

Namit Arora, 'An Incendiary Introduction', The 

Sunday Guardian, April 5, 2014

not simply a confrontation of two idiosyncratic 

leaders but of two deeply divergent conceptions of the Indian nation itself. ibid.

Vedic-Brahmanic Nationalism

Dalit Camera

Are you aware that the paradigm of representing Ambedkar along with Gandhi is a reading strategy of the elite and 

upper castes? Even a recent anthology of Ambedkar's writings such as The Essential Writings of B. R. Ambedkar 

(edited by Valerian Rodrigues) introduces Ambedkar through Gandhi in the introduction. Why can't we read 

Ambedkar on his own terms?

http://roundtableindia.co.in/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=7283:an-open-letter-to-ms-

arundhati-roy&catid=119:feature&Itemid=132



. . . But replicating Gandhi's presence in Ambedkar's horizon suggests a 

historical conservatism and does disservice to the present-day Dalit community, which is trying to preserve an 

independent memory of Ambedkar. History writing need not always replicate, it can also act as a filter. 'Ambedkar 

and Gandhi', Frontline, July 25, 2014, p. 87
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Caravan Outlook

caste is an exotic Hindu thing

Introduction introduce AoC

AoC

'An Open Letter to Ms Arundhati Roy', ibid.

obsession

The book came under severe criticism from some Dalits on social 

media, unusual for a community that considers people from minority religions part of a common fraternity. ibid., 

p. 86 obsession
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touch of Brahmanism

paternalistic

Gail Omvedt, 'Ambedkar Needs No Introduction', Indian Express, May 17, 2014

Romanticism vs Enlightenment Rationalism

Namit Arora, ibid

Prophets Facing Backward A Dalit Defense of the Deweyan-Budhist View of 

Science
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it is this essay framing Ambedkar within certain paradigms and reading him in a 

manner which has little relevance to Ambedkar‟s politics that is being challenged.

. . . [T]hey [the upper castes] 

believe that, whatever knowledge is produced by dalits needs to have a cover/ framework/ flavor from the 

„authentic‟ knowledge makers of the upper castes.

It is this 

messiah consciousness that made Arundhati take on an hegemonic saviour role with a mission of introducing AoC 

and Ambedkar to the Indians 'schooled differently'.

AoC When 

the Brahmin determines what the philosophy of oppression is, the Brahmin determines what „neutral‟ liberalism is, 

and the Brahmin also determines what resistance is, where is the space for a counter ideology to emerge? And when 

a Brahmin runs a powerful publishing house that markets how Dalit thinkers should be read, is it not legitimate to 

think that the traditional monopoly over knowledge and meaning is being extended to assimilate even the voices that 

counter it? www.roundtableindia.co.in Praveena Thaali, 'Between Saviour and Seller: 

Critiquing Preface Politics', March 28, 2014; Karthick RM, 'A Tale of Two Prefaces', April 2, 2014

Debrahmanising History, pp. 16-17

caste consciousness and brahmanic mindset persist in their 

modernised, metamorphosed avatar ibid., p. 406

India Untouched

normalised and 

essentialised The main trend noticeable in the works of 

recent Indian writers such as Ketkar, [R. C.] Dutt, and Ghurye is to present the caste system in such a way as may 

help to recast it in response to present requirements. Works on the position of women in ancient India display the 

same tendency. cited in Debrahmanising History, p. 21



ibid. India's 

destiny not caste in stone

The Hindu, March 10, 2012

…[E]ven though being lower caste is undoubtedly a separate cause of disparity; its impact is all the greater 

when the lower-caste families also happen to be very poor. The blighting of the lives of Dalits or people from other 

disadvantaged castes, or of members of the Scheduled Tribes, is particularly severe when the caste or tribal 

adversities are further magnified by abject penury. Even the violence associated with caste-related conflicts tends to 

involve a great deal more than just caste. …[T]he victims of brutality may typically be low-caste Dalits, yet the 

predicament of the potential victims cannot be adequately grasped if we do not take note of the poverty and 

landlessness of Dalits. The Argumentative Indian, pp. 207-8

Whenever he mentions caste, he shows a 

strange inclination to minimise its negative impact or significance by invoking the all-powerful and crushing 

asymmetry of class. It is surprising since Sen is no impassioned believer in class radicalism, Marxism or socialism; 

he is, in fact, contrary to popular perception, a career academic and (at least now) a neoliberal intellectual, though of 

an ultra-refined kind. 'Amartya Sen's Imagined India', www.countercurrents.org, June 4, 2012

engagement

Dibya Trivedi, ibid.
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